LMC is an independent economic consultancy
comprising two companies:

What we offer
Up to three months in fully
funded, full‐time positions
Flexible, friendly and collegiate
work environment
Supervised analysis on high level,
“live” client projects

LMC INTERNATIONAL serves the global
agribusiness sector and its downstream food,
fuel and chemical industries. LMCI delivers
industry and policy insights, as well as supply,
demand, price and trade flow analysis.
LMC AUTOMOTIVE provides market

Work directly for LMC Directors

intelligence to vehicle and component
manufacturers as well as financial, logistical
and government institutions.

Location

LMC clients include BMW, PepsiCo, Ford, EU
Commission, P&G, Volkswagen, Kraft, Tate &
Lyle, United Nations, WWF, HSBC and BP.

Our Oxford head office

Send your CV and
cover letter to:
djackson@lmc.co.uk
01865 791737
lmc.co.uk/lmc‐auto.com

Careers in Economic & Business Consultancy

Develop your analytical skills with LMC Doctoral Internships
Projects currently available from October 2016 include:
Modelling the global outlook for carbohydrate crops

Whilst many employees enjoy long, rewarding
careers at LMC, former employees now hold
prominent positions with the World Bank, IMF,
Volvo, Mercedes‐Benz, Bosch, Oxford
University, the UK Treasury, Credit Suisse and
Unilever.

This is a major LMC annual project. You will help develop LMC’s extensive
databases to produce a model forecasting supply, demand and prices for the
world’s major tradable commodities over the next decade. Clients are multi‐
national companies and international institutions.

LMC are a global company
providing internationally
renowned expertise…

Demand for coconut products has exploded with its “superfood” status. New and
traditional end‐users are competing for raw materials and have pushed prices to
record levels. Field work for this project will assess the strength of consumption
and consider the likely supply and price responses in SE Asia.

•

We have worked in over 85 countries
worldwide

• We are based in seven global offices
•

We have over 100 employees, with half of
these in our Oxford headquarters

• We have 12 separate commodity teams
•

We have an open, flexible and friendly
working culture, where interaction between
all employees is encouraged

Implications of coconut’s emergence as a superfood

In your LMC Doctoral Internship you will:
• Support our existing expertise by delivering supervised analysis while
enhancing your own technical skills and knowledge base
• Carry out analysis and forecasting on issues such as supply, demand, trade
flows and price
• Develop your data management and modelling expertise
• Improve office communication skills and the ability to work both independently
and as part of an experienced team
• Interact regularly with LMC directors, experts and industry contacts globally

